If some of the scenarios below sound all too familiar, STATdx is here to help

I have **too many cases** to review in a day, resulting in slow workflow

My cases are taking **too long to diagnose**, resulting in backlog

Referral and discussion takes **time that I don’t have**

Pressure on turnaround time leads to citing **possibilities** rather than confident diagnoses

STATdx can **give you time back** in your working week and **confidence in your decisions**

STATdx offers rapid reference, increasing work productivity.

Diagnostic information is consistently formatted, bulleted and easy to navigate so radiologists can find what they want fast.

**Our users say:**
“Makes the DDx shorter and more accurate.”
“fast and reliable information”

Complete resource - Images, diagnoses, differential diagnoses, patient cases, procedures and cases that:

- Can be searched using our Google-like search tool
- Are presented using the same succinct, bulleted format every time and updated daily
- Can be viewed side-by-side for more clarity
- Expert vetted content can help you reach a diagnosis without need for referral in less than five minutes.

**Our users say:**
“Abundance of topics, well documented, many good images, adequate diagnostic approach and complete differential diagnosis”